
LEVEL OF EFFORT (LOE) TASKS
Handling Management or Long Duration Tasks with 

Task Type LOE with Auto-expand



Introduction Task Type “Level of Effort”  (LOE)
Typically long duration tasks to include for example management and coordination activities

 LOE Tasks have a different “scheduling”  behavior and characteristics:

 Duration may span a phase or the complete project duration, and also increases when a project duration 

increases

 Coordination or Management start with the start of a project or phase, rather than as late as possible (per 

CCPM scheduling)

 Are excluded from the Critical Chain scheduling: LOE Tasks are never “Critical”

 Typically represent an average “load “(e.g. 20 %) over a longer time period

 LYNX Task Type “Level of Effort” with Auto expand advantages:

 Allows to track also Management Effort and Resource load 

 Resulting in a complete picture of all tasks and effort within a project

 Automates the Ettc process 
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https://youtu.be/sQbDIiFdqdc
https://youtu.be/sQbDIiFdqdc


Task Management for LOE Tasks with Auto expand

Summary

 For the Task Manager role:

 Status of LOE Tasks should be set to started

 The Ettc is counted down automatically until 0 remaining duration

 Once the Ettc is 0, status of the LOE task should be set to “Completed”

 Use the “Unit percentage”  to control the remaining work as is expected

 For the Project Manager role:

 Can be added in the schedule, like normal tasks

 Monitor the “unit-percentages” for getting an adequate resource load
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https://youtu.be/sQbDIiFdqdc
https://youtu.be/sQbDIiFdqdc


Select Task Type Level of Effort and Auto expand
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Control Estimated “Workload” by setting the unit percentage
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Duration (24 days) is automatically calculated from 

the length of the chain between T1 and T7

The effort is calculated from the 

unit %: 25 % of 24 days = 48 hrs

(assuming 40 hours per week)



LOE 

Resource Load6

A load of 25 % is displayed 

over 24 days (= 48 hours)



LOE Task Management
LOE Tasks have standard Task Behavior related to dependencies
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LYNX checks dependencies to determine 

“Ready to Start” status also for LOE Tasks!

Also an LOE task is only to be started when it 

is ready Ready to Start. 

The successor task is to be started, when 

the LOE task is marked as completed.  



Ettc (Estimated Time To Complete) behavior of LOE Task

Auto expand updates Ettc automatically!
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Duration of the LOE Task reduced to 20 days, 

because Task LOE-T2 has been completed.

Remaining workload is 40 hours



My activities – LOE Task Management
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LOE Task need to be set to “Started” 

when they are “RTS”, like any other task.

Ettc will be calculated 

automatically until 0!



My activities 
Set LOE Task to “Completed” once Ettc = 0 
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LOE Task need to be set to 

completed, once the Ettc is 

counted down to 0. 



Task Progress by Task Manager Report
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LOE Task appear at the 

bottom of the Task 

Progress Report. 

Once the LOE Task has an Ettc

of 0 hours, the Task need to be 

set to be completed.


